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The correct sealing of the oil filter ensures that the filter does not fall off or damage while driving. It also helps make the next oil change a much easier experience. Before putting the oil filter, rub the unused engine oil around the rubber gasket along the bottom of the filter. The oil helps lubricate the seal



and ensures that the gasket is not damaged when screwed. When installing the oil filter, you should screw it slowly with your hand. Make sure the filter turns on cleanly to avoid damaging the filter. When the filter has been completely screwed, give it a quarter turn. This allows the filter to fit securely
without being too tight. Oil filters don't need to be too tight. If you can unscrew the filter with your hand safely, which requires minimal resistance from the tight position, then the filter has the correct sealing. Oil filters are commonly too tight. When trying to change the filter during the next oil change, the
filter will be too difficult to remove by hand. For this issue, oil filter keys are available to help remove the filter correctly. If you are in a situation where you do not have an oil filter, a screwdriver can get stuck in the filter and rotated. Do not drive with the filter still stuck in the car. The next important step in
changing the oil is to replace the oil filter. Remember, the oil filter contains all the excess sludge and dirt that the oil traps while lubricating the engine. Changing the filter is vital for car maintenance because without a new oil filter in place, the oil of the new engine will pass through the old filter, making it
dirty and less effective. You can refer to your car manual to find out what filter size you will need. They can be purchased at any car maintenance store for around $5, or up to about $20 for performance filters. When you are under the vehicle draining the oil, locate the oil filter. It will be cylindrical and can
be blue, white, black or orange depending on the brand. Use the oil filter wrench, available in any automotive maintenance shop, and turn counterclockwise to loosen the filter. The old filter will have hot oil inside, so be careful when removing it. A turn with the key should loosen it long enough to twist it the
rest of the way by hand. Announcement Before installing the new oil filter, first take some clean oil and rub around the rubber gasket of the new filter. This will help the new filter fit perfectly into the engine block. For good vehicle maintenance, it is also a good idea to use a rag to clean any excess oil of the
area where the filter is screwed into the engine. Take the new filter and screw it into the engine block by hand. Once adjusted, tighten it with the oil filter wrench. It should take about an average to three-quarters of a shift to get firmly in place. Remember, you want the filter to tighten, but don't squeeze too
tight either; could damage the filter and cause it to leak. On the next, next page, learn how to fill your car's engine with the right amount of oil. Changing car oil regularly is one of the basic maintenance and maintenance rules every car owner knows about. Oil filters, however, do not receive the same care
and care. The best oil filters trap dirt, debris and other contaminants in the oil and ensure that only clean, high-quality oil circulates inside the engine. That said, what's the best oil filter? How to find the best car oil filter of the numerous options on the market? And, exactly, who makes the best oil filter? Our
oil filter guide answers all these questions and helps you decide on the oil filter that fits both your car and your budget. Best OverallProsThe silicone non-slip rear valve prevents oil from escaping when the engine is not in use. The metal filter display maximizes oil filtration. ConsDoesn't fit in some cars as it
should. Best OverallBest ValueProsThe filter has a sturdy steel housing and a larger filter area for maximum performance. Comes with a gasket with high lubricity. You need more frequent changes. Best Value Honorable MentionProsEstes It has a high contaminant retention capacity and can handle oil
pressure without losing its filtration efficiency. ConsSteep price tag. Some units have defective gaskets. Honorable Mention Automotive oil oils regularly is one of the basic maintenance and maintenance rules that every car owner knows. Oil filters, however, do not receive the same care and care. The
best oil filters trap dirt, debris and other contaminants in the oil and ensure that only clean, high-quality oil circulates inside the engine. That said, what's the best oil filter? How to find the best car oil filter of the numerous options on the market? And, exactly, who makes the best oil filter? Our oil filter guide
answers all these questions and helps you decide on the oil filter that fits both your car and your budget. Better reviews and recommendations of oil filters 2020Best OverallBest ValueGrable MentionWhy Trust UsAll our reviews are based on market research, expert input or practical experience with most
of the products we include. In this way, we offer genuine and accurate guides to help you find the best selections. More informationProtect against oil oxidation. No matter how good or bad the road conditions you drive on, car oil oxidizes over time. This oxidation adds even more contaminants to the oil
and reduces its efficiency. An oil filter prevents these they are flurized inside the engine and protects the engine from damage. Avoid engine overheating. Engine overheating is a common problem caused by low quality oil. The accumulation of dirt and impurities in the oil can wear down the engine and
reduce thermal conductivity. The oil filter keeps engine parts lubricated with pure oil and prevents heat spikes. Extend engine life. The engine needs clean oil circulating inside to run at peak performance. Good quality oil filter keeps dirt and other debris in oil oil the internal parts of the engine. This extends
both engine power and service life. Mechanical oil filters use materials such as pleated filter paper and cotton to prevent contaminants from passing into the oil. Mechanical types are common, although they are also inefficient. With time and more impurities in the filter material, they reduce the flow of oil.
Mechanical filters must be changed frequently. Depending on the brand, you may need to change only the filter media or the entire oil filter completely. Cartridge and Spin-OnCartridge oil filters have a basic design that hasn't changed much over the years. They have a housing with a filtering medium that
you need to replace from time to time. Recent design improvements added a spin-on to increase filtering capabilities. The filter media is made of a synthetic material that does a better job of filtering oil than the paper, cotton or cardboard found in mechanical oil filters. MagneticInking most impurities and
debris in the oil are small metal parts, a magnet can remove them from the oil as it passes into the engine. This simple idea is the basis of this type of filter. They use a magnet or electromagon to purify the oil on the fly. This makes cleaning the oil filter as easy as removing contaminants from the magnet.
SedimentationInjury oil filters, or gravity bed oil filters, pull waste to the bottom of the filter. Because the debris is heavier than oil, the filter relies on gravity to do all the work. To some extent, sedimentation works on oil cleaning. However, it is not the most reliable or effective way to remove contaminants
from oil. With oil pressure and speed, many contaminants escape the pull of gravity and enter the engine. CentrifugeWhen you rotate a device, you create something called centrifugal force. Oil filters that use centrifugal force have a design that allows oil to rotate inside the filter housing at high speed.
The oil itself does this while contaminants stick to the walls of the housing. This method is efficient in purifying car oil, however, you still need to clean the casing regularly to keep the build-up of contaminants at bay. Top BrandsMotorcraftMotorcraft was launched in 1972 to provide spare parts for Ford
Motor Company. It manufactures car parts for Ford, Lincoln and Mercury cars. The oil filter manufactured by the company fits into many brands and models of automobiles. Other products include the Motorcraft FL-2016 oil filter and the Motorcraft FL-500S oil filter. BoschBosch dates back to 1887 when
Robert Bosch invented a magnet ignition device for an engine. Ten more years installed the device in a three-wheeled vehicle and the rest is history. Today, the Bosch Group has facilities around the world and has about 390,000 people. The best products include the Bosch 3410 Premium FILTECH oil
filter and the Bosch 3300 Premium FILTECH oil filter. Mobil 1ExxonMobil is the company behind Mobil 1. About 135 years old the company began as a local kerosene seller in the U.S. market. Today, it is one of the largest oil and petrochemical corporations in the world. Superior oil filters in your line
include the Mobil 1 M1-102A Extended Performance Oil Filter and Mobil 1 M1-113 Extended Performance Oil Filter.Oil Filter PricingLess than $10: The oil filters sold in this price range are not of the best quality. You should expect to change the filter more often than other options that cost more. Poor
quality may end up costing you more in long-term engine service and repair.$10 - $15: On average, good quality filters are sold in this range. These filters use good filtration materials, so you don't need to change them so often. Over $15: An oil filter in this price range will probably have all the whistles
and bells. Depending on their functionality, the valves are made of steel or silicone to withstand high pressures and temperatures. PixabayOil filters come in various shapes and sizes. Be sure to find the right fit for your vehicle. Inside each oil filter, there is a material that actually does the oil filtering. That
material, called medium, is made of cellulose, synthetic or a mixture of those two. Synthetic media are usually made of polyester, glass or nylon and have a better filtration capacity thanks to the high quality of tightly woven fibers. It can capture the smallest impurities in the fluid without affecting oil flow
rates. Cellulose is cheaper than synthetic media, but has a lower quality. Blend Media offers a better choice in both cost and performance. CapacityThe capacity of the oil filter determines its ability to contain the contaminants it collects from the oil without replacing it. Two factors affect filter capacity:
media type and filter compilation. For the owner of a car, the capacity means a longer mileage. When a filter reaches its capacity, it will allow unfiltered oil to enter the engine using the bypass valve. Other considerationsThe use: Oil filters come in different shapes and sizes. Not all filters fit in your car.
When you choose the one that is designed for your car model, it should be easy to install smoothly. You don't have to go to a mechanic to change the oil filter unless you don't want to do the job yourself. Housing Design: Lack of standards in the automotive industry means that every car brand and car
model has its own specifications. The weight of the oil filter and the design of the housing determine whether it can be installed in your specific car or not. Make sure the filter specifications match your car's requirements described in the Best Oil Filter Reviews and Recommendations 2020Best
OverallFRAM XG7317 Ultra Synthetic Spin-On Oil Filter with SureGripThe Fram XG7317 has high standards and innovative technology to support it. With double-layer media, it captures 99 percent metal particles, carbon and dirt in the oil before it passes through the engine. Pressure relief prevents
unfiltered oil from entering the engine and maintains a constant supply of oil. Filter components are made of high quality materials. The case is made of painted steel for precise fit and corrosion resistance. The anti-drain rear valve is silicone to withstand high temperature and wear. The case is coated
with a SureGrip non-slip texture for easy installation and removal. The filter doesn't always fit in vehicles as it should. Cellulose media are mainly mediocre cardboard. It keeps the filter on the cheap side, but also affects its efficiency. Packaging is another problem with this filter. Finally, some units leave
the box untied or cracked in them. Best ValueBosch 3330 Premium FilTECH Oil FilterFor the best value for money, Bosch 3330 Premium FILTECH is an easy choice. The low price and excellent filtration efficiency make it a favorite among car owners. The medium uses FiLTECH technology to expand its
filter surface to trap more contaminants. It is also 30 percent thicker than the means of other filters for greater capacity and better protection. Inside the Bosch filter, things look as neat and efficient as the German engineering behind it. The gasket has high lubricity for an airtight seal. The steel case is
leak-proof and easy to fit. The filter uses mixed media for better filtration. This gives you a capacity of 14 grams that puts you at the top level of high capacity filters on the market. Despite these great features, the filter has some flaws. The newly redesigned motherboard does not fit perfectly as in older
models and leads to oil leakage. The central tube design could be improved for better oil flow, which means you will need to change the media more frequently. Honorable MentionMobil 1 M1-110 / M1-110A Extended Performance Oil FilterMobil is a reliable name in the automotive world. The Mobil 1 M1-
110 is at the forefront of this reputation with a design for good filtration and engine protection. The cartridge and rotary filter have a filtration capacity of 28 grams that exceeds most other filters on the market. The medium behind this incredible capacity is a mixture of synthetic and fiber. Pressure protection
is another high mark with this filter. The Mobil 1 M1-110 can withstand up to nine times the normal operating pressure. This is perfect for heavy-duty engines that require more oil as speed and temperature increase. The silicone anti-cut rear valve maintains oil levels in the engine and prevents dry starts.
The main drawback with this filter is its high price. With this price tag, one would expect media are synthetic rather than a mixture. The medium also does not have a wire backrest for stability. Finally, in some cases, the gasket comes out of the box. If you are not sure of the right oil filter to install in your
car, refer to the car manual or your mechanic. If all else fails, check with the car manufacturer online. The oil filter construction tells you how durable it is. Low quality materials such as plastic, plastic, cardboard wears out quickly. You should not wait for the low engine oil light to turn on before considering
oil filter replacement. A good rule of business is to replace the oil filter by changing engine oil every three to six months or from 5,000 to 10,000 miles. A: The main job of the oil filter is to filter waste, dirt and impurities into the oil. Over time, the oil becomes thinner as it carries more contaminants. When
the oil filter reaches its capacity, it lets unfiltered oil into the engine. Changing the oil filter ensures that the engine gets clear oil all the time. Q: How often should I replace my filter? A: You must change the oil filter with each oil change. However, some filters have more durability than others, especially
those with higher capacity, so they will require less frequent changes. Q: Do road conditions affect oil filter life and performance? A: Yes. Dirt and debris on the road are in the engine. No matter the type of oil filter, the residues land in the filter as the oil leaves the engine. Eventually, the oil filter will need to
be replaced due to the amount of dust and debris ending up in the oil. Final thoughtsFor our best selection of oil filters, we chose the XG7317 Ultra synthetic spin-on fram oil filter with SureGrip. This professional engine oil filter has a reasonable price and high quality filtration capabilities. Pressure relief
valves keep the oil supply inside the engine even in cold climates. For the best value, we chose the Bosch 3330 Premium FILTECH oil filter. FILTECH technology and large filter surface give it great filtration capacity. The vase, valves and gasket are made of quality material for additional protection.
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